
Accessibility

Settings on Samsung

Tablet

It is possible to change the
font size, have the tablet
speak to you when you

press a button etc. To do
this tap on settings.

Next with your finger
touching the screen gently
move your finger up until you
see Accessibility. Tap on the
word accessibility
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You will then see 5
different options that you

can change. Each has a
little description to help
you work out what they

each can do.



Accessibility

Settings on Samsung

tablet
In Screen Reader you can turn

on the voice assistant.  This
will mean that the tablet will

speak to you when you tap any
of the pictures or buttons.  

To enable this tap on the white
circle to the right of voice

assistant, it will turn blue to
show it is now active.  To turn
it off tap that circle and it will

return to white.
 

The visual enhancements allows
you to change the colour & size of
the fonts, the keyboard, buttons,

magnify  etc.  Changing these can
help you see what is on the screen

better. To enable any of the
options tap on the white circle to

the right of the options, it will
turn blue to show it is now active.  
To turn it off tap that circle and it
will return to white. It is best not
to try them all at the same time

but one by one, use the tablet for a
bit to see if that makes a

difference if not turn it back off
and try another.
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Accessibility

Settings on Samsung

tablet

The hearing
enhancements allows you
to use text alternatives.  It

is automatically set to
Samsung but you can

change it to google if you
wish.  To do this tap the

circle to the right of
Samsung subtitles to

switch this off then tap
the circle to the right of
Google subtitles to turn

this one on

The interaction & dexterity
allows you to enhance the touch

controls.  Here you can adjust
how long you need to tap before it

responds, turn on easy to reach
buttons for common things you
may do  etc. To enable any of the
options tap on the white circle to

the right of the options, it will
turn blue to show it is now active.  
To turn it off tap that circle and it

will return to white.
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Accessibility

Settings on Samsung

tablet

Different things will work better for
different people & a little trial and error

may be needed to get the settings
perfect for you. My advice would be to
do this alongside your digital buddy &

just to change one thing at a time. See if
that makes a difference before trying
something else that way it is easier to
keep track of what you have changed

and what works for you and what
doesn't 
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The advanced settings
allows you to get directly

to your accessibility
settings by pressing the

volume or the power
buttons. To turn this on

tap on the white circle to
the right, it will bring up a

list of accessibility
options tap on the white
circle across of the ones

you want to turn on.


